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LEWIS: Hello. In today’s programme, are bonuses on savings accounts Venus 

flytraps or a useful way to get guaranteed rates of interest for a year? A lively debate 

later. Bob Howard’s here. He’s been looking at direct debits. 

HOWARD: Yes, should having someone’s account details be enough to set one up? 

RICHARD: When a mandate is entered, they have to put on the billing address and 

their details, so they should be compared against the account holder. 

LEWIS: And just how safe is your rent deposit in England and Wales if the letting 

agent who holds it goes out of business? And a tribunal judge in Fife steps in to define 

a bedroom, something the Government refuse to do in new laws which reduce the 

benefits of those who it says have too many. 

Banks tempt us to put our money into their savings accounts with “honeyed promises 

of teaser rates which can be the financial equivalent of the Venus flytrap”. Well that 

colourful metaphor was used by the Financial Conduct Authority boss Martin 

Wheatley earlier this year to describe savings accounts that pay a big bonus for a year 

and then plunge down to 0.5% or less. And this week he followed up that speech to 

announce an investigation into those “teaser” rates. But are bonus rates a good thing 
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that let active savers get a better guaranteed return, for a while at least, or are they 

Venus flytraps that suck in our money and eat it? Well to debate that, we invited 

Martin Lewis, founder of MoneySavingExpert.com and Scott Mowbray, Head of PR 

for Virgin Money. 

MOWBRAY: When we launched our savings products in January 2012, we wanted 

to do something different. We wanted something simple, fair and transparent with no 

sting in the tail. Bonuses of course fall away after normally 12 months and then the 

customer is left languishing with a low rate of interest which can’t be good for the 

customer or indeed for the bank in terms of keeping their customers happy. 

LEWIS: But you haven’t gone completely pure in that sense, have you? There was 

your cash ISA where you cut the rate from 2.15 to 1.45% in July. That disappointed a 

lot of your savers. 

MOWBRAY: I think cutting rates is a different conversation to the conversation 

around bonus rates. 

LEWIS: Martin? 

M. LEWIS: The idea and the spin that because you get a rate without a bonus, you 

have some form of perfect, easy clarity that your rate will not drop is a fallacy. There 

are many variable rates out there without bonuses that have been dropped to nothing, 

and the concept that it’s the teaser rate that’s the nasty rate leaving people in legacy 

accounts is a falsehood. 

LEWIS: But it’s not, is it, because the reason … 

M. LEWIS: Yes. 

LEWIS: … the reason that these accounts pay very little is because you have a 
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cross-subsidy from the people who do nothing to the people who go to your site and 

make you money and switch. 

M. LEWIS: Well we don’t have any links I think that pay on savings at the moment 

and it isn’t about that. But the point to go on this, on this cross-subsidy idea, is again 

you’re drawing the conclusion that it is only bonus rates that drop the rate and leave 

people in legacy accounts. That simply isn’t true. 

MOWBRAY: An interesting thing that the FCA are doing is they’re looking at 

behavioural economics, how consumers actually behave. And we’ve looked at this 

also. More than two thirds of people, come the end of their bonus rate, stay with the 

traditional bank they’re with. That’s why the bank’s pricing that way. What we’re 

doing is fair, transparent, simple. The customer understands what they’re getting. And 

Martin is right in terms of yes the genera level of interest rates can fluctuate if you’ve 

got a variable rate, but I really disagree that just because you’ve got a bonus rate, it’s 

guaranteed.  

LEWIS: Well it’s guaranteed for a certain period, isn’t it? 

MOWBRAY: Well only if you follow the terms and conditions to the letter. And I 

think it’s laudable that Martin encourages people to switch in the sense that he’s 

trying to get the best value of money for them. But customers, if they’ve got the 

tenacity, the energy and time to look for the best deal and they’re organised enough to 

change at the point that the bonus rate stops, then that’s great; but all the evidence 

suggests they stay and they’ve got a rate which basically leaves them languishing on a 

poor interest rate. 

M. LEWIS: The bonus introductory rate in this current low interest rate environment 

is giving me certainty. Virgin Money is giving you we’ll try and be consistent. A 

bonus account is giving you certainty and then you will have to ditch and switch. And 

the problem with the argument is if you say I don’t want to ever ditch and switch, then 
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you have no certainty, you have no guarantee, and you’ll still probably end up 

languishing with a bad account anyway, so you may as well get the year’s worth of 

certainty.  

LEWIS: Scott? 

MOWBRAY: Since January 2012, we’ve taken over 3 billion in deposits, showing 

that I think consumers are actually liking this fairer way of saving. I’m surprised you 

disagree. 

M. LEWIS: I don’t … I’m not actually trying to knock your product; I’m trying to 

knock your spiel. I think that your product is a reasonable rate product compared to 

some that are on the market. My problem is that you’re talking about consistent rate. 

That’s your current strategy right now. As we’ve seen with all banks and big societies 

- we had it with the Nationwide who had the same spiel and then introduced bonus 

account rates coming later - you could decide to change your commercial terms and 

conditions at some point. I have no guarantee that you will be a consistent rate in 3 or 

5 years time. My point is 5 years ago, when we had high interest rates, I didn’t like 

bonuses particularly. I preferred what we’re calling clean accounts back then. But 

right now, with interest rates as low as they are, to be able to get as much interest as 

you possibly can (even if it’s only 1.7%) with some certainty that you’ll get that 

decent rate of interest for a year, is a type of product we cannot afford to be 

withdrawn from the market in the current climate. 

LEWIS: And you’re saying that you don’t think that if bonuses were banned in some 

way that none of us understands, other rates would creep up? 

M. LEWIS: I think what would happen is banks would simply launch high interest 

variable rates and you would call it your Direct Saver One. You’d launch it at 1.7%. 

A few months later, because it’s variable, you would drop the rate and then you’d 

launch your Direct Saver Number Two at a different rate. 
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LEWIS: So you’re saying banks would get round the rules, whatever they were, to 

treat us the same as we are now? 

M. LEWIS: Not only would they get round the rules, but they would get round the 

rules but you wouldn’t have the initial guarantee for a year that your rate would stay 

high. So I think in the current climate - and I’ve said this to the Head of the FCA - I 

think in the long run, this is a great thing to do in principle; but in practice, in the 

current climate, getting rid of bonus introductory rates would just hurt savers who 

were fighting hard enough to get decent interest as it is. 

LEWIS: Martin Lewis and Scott Mowbray. 

And now we look into a mystery. (Music by Saint-Saens) The mystery of the phantom 

direct debit. Suddenly money disappears from your account. You didn’t give anyone 

permission to subscribe to a cookery magazine and it didn’t arrive at your house, but 

the money to pay for it has come out of your account. So how can a phantom direct 

debit be created and whose job is it to exorcise it? Well Bob Howard’s clearly. 

HOWARD: Paul, for the last week I’ve been working with listener Richard from 

Bedfordshire trying to solve this puzzle. It began in May when a direct debit was set 

up on his account for £11.45 per month to pay money to BT. Richard had not set this 

up, so he told his bank, HSBC, and got it to cancel the instruction and return his 

money. But more direct debits started coming, as Richard explained to me. 

RICHARD: The second one was in June, which was to John Lewis pet insurance. 

Again it was another direct debit for £13.37. The third one was to IPC Media, which 

was a subscription to one of their magazines for £39.98. I cancelled that one before 

any money was taken. And the fourth one was for Jamie magazine, which apparently 

is Jamie Oliver’s. Unknown amount because I cancelled it before any money was 

taken. 
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HOWARD: As new direct debits were set up, Richard became convinced somebody 

was trying to defraud him. The clues suggested somebody who likes Jamie Oliver, 

pets, and (because the magazine subscription was for world soccer) football. So he 

asked the people who run the direct debit system, BACS, what information is required 

to set up a direct debit. This is what BACS replied. 

BACS STATEMENT: A direct debit can be set up when the correct combination of 

sort code and account number is passed to your bank. The direct debit system does not 

check who the owner of an account is, whether the name on the paper form or 

electronic form matches that on the bank account, as the system does not have access 

to any bank accounts. It is something that your bank may check when we forward the 

details onto them. 

LEWIS: So, Bob, these paperless direct debits, as they’re called, are authorised 

without a signature? 

HOWARD: Well that’s right. The firm must send the customer written confirmation 

that the instruction’s been given or give advance notice of collection. But of course in 

Richard’s case, he wouldn’t have received this as these services weren’t going to him. 

He was shocked by the idea that having his sort code and account number could be 

enough to set up a direct debit on his account. 

RICHARD: When a mandate is entered, they have to put on the billing address and 

their details, so they should be compared against the account holder. BACS say they 

don’t have such information. It’s all now centrally processed and no-one knows 

what’s going on. It’s too automated in a way because those checks are being ignored. 

HOWARD: We asked Richard’s bank, HSBC, how so many incorrect direct debits 

were allowed to be set up using his account details. It said it’s the merchant which 

should be checking the details, but it would now alert Richard by letter if a new direct 

instruction is received. The firms that had set up the direct debits said they had 
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systems to validate the details of their customers and they would investigate, but they 

wouldn’t reveal to us or Richard the name or names of the people who had set up the 

direct debits because of data protection. (Music by Saint-Saens) So Richard decided to 

try a little detective work himself online to try and find out at least how his account 

and sort code details were obtained. When he put his account number into a search 

engine, he discovered it was listed with his sort code on a hacker’s site. 

RICHARD: Okay get one hit and it comes back with a website. And if we click on 

that, it’s got the account number, the account holder’s name, and it has a sort code and 

there are three others on here for us like that. And then when we go into it in more 

detail, thousands of bank account details with payments and receipts that have gone 

on from about 2010, sorry, to about 2012. It looks like this is from a company whose 

database has been compromised. 

HOWARD: With the help of Money Box, Richard was able to identify the bank 

details had been stolen from a holiday lettings firm he had used. Richard phoned to 

alert the firm. When Money Box called, it said it would warn customers and had 

already updated its passwords and had called the police; and within 24 hours, it had 

succeeded in having the web page, which was on a website hosted in Panama, taken 

down. So the mystery of how Richard’s account details were obtained may have been 

solved, but fraud prevention expert Andrew Goodwill says it’s generally too easy for 

people to abuse the direct debit system. 

GOODWILL: There’s very little security on the process of initiating a direct debit at 

all. The responsibility lies, as always, with the bank. The bank are the guardians of 

our money. They should be making sure that anybody that takes our money out of our 

bank has the authority to do so. It’s the bank’s responsibility. 

LEWIS: And, Bob, can you ask your bank to tell you whenever a new direct debit is 

set up on your account? 
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HOWARD: Well if you bank online most banks offer you an email alert or text alert 

service, but the only bank we found which would agree to write a letter to you was 

HSBC, but only if you request it. 

LEWIS: So, Bob, how widespread is this sort of fraud? 

HOWARD: Well it’s difficult to know. As well as hearing from Richard, we’ve also 

heard from Adrian, a Santander customer, who told us direct debits had also been set 

up in error on his account, and several listeners have contacted us today to report 

similar experiences. BACS, which runs the direct debit system, wouldn’t offer 

anybody for interview, but said reports of this sort of problem were very rare. 

LEWIS: But shouldn’t it be a simple matter to work out who’s been setting up these 

direct debits and then prosecute them? 

HOWARD: Well when Richard phoned the police, he was referred onto the agency 

Action Fraud who took his details and said they’d be passed onto the National Fraud 

Intelligence Bureau. But when we spoke to people working in law enforcement in this 

area, they said the main focus for those fighting fraud was organised crime and it 

might take thousands of cases to trigger an investigation. 

LEWIS: Thanks, Bob. Solving the mystery as ever. 

When you rent a flat or a house, you have to pay the landlord or the agent a deposit, 

usually 4 or 6 weeks’ rent. But how safe is that money? New laws to protect deposits 

began in England and Wales 6 years ago, but what happens if the agent who holds 

your money goes out of business? How safe is it then? In 2010 Gemma and her friend 

signed an agreement to rent a flat in South London. They paid the £1600 deposit to 

the letting agent. 

GEMMA: We got through all the paperwork that said that our deposit was protected 
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and I simply assumed that the letting agent had passed the money over to the deposit 

scheme. But then in February we got a letter through saying that our deposit would 

cease to be protected on 1
st
 May this year. I wrote to our letting agent asking them to 

confirm which new scheme they’d entered into and I didn’t hear anything from them. 

LEWIS: Gemma tried again and again to contact the letting agent to find out what 

had happened to their money. When that didn’t work, she contacted her landlord. 

He’d assumed the letting agency was sorting it out. After all, he’d paid them a hefty 

management fee. But then he told Gemma the agent was no longer protecting her 

money. 

GEMMA: Our landlord has told us that the money was actually always with the 

letting agent and, as it’s gone into administration, he doesn’t know where it is, so we 

don’t know where the money is now. I’m sort of quite frustrated that I thought the 

deposit was protected. You’re left in limbo. It does create an additional worry really. 

LEWIS: Well Gemma’s deposit was protected by an insurance scheme, but Money 

Box has learned that the letting agency failed to pay the fees, so the money it held was 

left unprotected. We couldn’t contact the agent or get any help from the 

administrators. Shelter, the housing charity, has campaigned for better protection for 

tenants. I asked Principal Solicitor John Gallagher if he came across many cases like 

Gemma’s.  

GALLAGHER: I’m afraid it is quite a common situation. We get a number of calls 

on our helpline about situations like this where the tenancy deposit protection has 

lapsed either because the agent has gone out of business or because the landlord 

hasn’t paid the insurance premium to renew the protection. 

LEWIS: So is the tenant at risk of losing their deposit? 

GALLAGHER: The responsibility for it remains with the landlord. So if anything 
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goes wrong in the protection process, then the landlord should ensure that the deposit 

is fully protected and the problem is remedied. 

LEWIS: How do the deposit protection schemes work? 

GALLAGHER: There are basically two types of scheme. One’s called the custodial 

scheme where the scheme actually holds the money during the tenancy and they pay it 

out when the tenancy comes to an end. The other type is the insurance scheme where 

the landlord or the landlord’s agent keeps hold of the money, but they insure it with a 

scheme, so that if there is a dispute or if the agent disappears, the insurance should 

cover the deposit and the tenant will get it back. 

LEWIS: You have this right against the landlord for your deposit, but what if it’s all 

dealt with through an agent and the landlord in fact goes abroad or perhaps has always 

lived abroad? How do you enforce your rights in that situation? 

GALLAGHER: That’s another real problem. We are dealing with a case at  present 

where the landlord has gone abroad and the tenant is having to get the permission of 

the court to serve some papers on the landlord overseas. It’s also a problem that some 

landlords don’t even identify themselves and they do everything in the name of the 

agent and they don’t even give a contact address which the tenant can use. This 

shouldn’t matter if the deposit protection scheme is in operation. 

LEWIS: Presumably in those cases it’s better for the tenant to say well I’d like it in a 

custodial scheme, thank you very much, rather than in an insured scheme?  

GALLAGHER: Well the problem is that the tenant doesn’t really have that option. 

It’s entirely at the discretion of the landlord which type of scheme is used and the 

tenant really doesn’t get any say in that. 

LEWIS: So what should a person do when they’re starting a tenancy? How can they 
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protect their deposit, firstly, and protect themselves against worry secondly? 

GALLAGHER: What the tenant needs to do, first of all, is to be alert to the fact  

that they should receive information within 30 days of the tenancy starting. First of all 

that the deposit is protected and which scheme it’s protected with; and, secondly, the 

landlord is obliged to send them very specific information about what happens to the 

deposit at the end of the tenancy. That’s as much as the tenant can do, I think; and if 

the tenant is alert to doing that, then I think they’ll have done as much as they can to 

protect themselves. 

LEWIS: John Gallagher from Shelter. Money Box spoke to Gemma’s landlord who 

said he hadn’t been fully aware of his legal responsibilities when he started renting the 

flat, but he’s now sorting things out. Richard Jones is Policy Director of the 

Residential Landlords Association. He warns there are serious consequences for a 

landlord who doesn’t fulfil their legal duties even if an agent handles the 

administration. 

JONES: Ultimately the landlord is the one who is liable. The agent is purely acting as 

an agent and, like any other agency situation, the landlord or the principal (as he’s 

technically called) is the one who ends up being legally liable - not just to refund the 

deposit but also to hear that the tenants can potentially claim a penalty. There is a 

minimum penalty if a deposit is unprotected of once times the deposit, a maximum of 

three times. 

LEWIS: Is the real problem here that this landlord was what I might (without wishing 

to be rude) call an amateur landlord - he has a job, this isn’t his business, it’s just 

something he does on the side, if you like - and amateur landlords inevitably perhaps 

are not quite so familiar with the ins and outs of what can be very complicated rules? 

JONES: Well, unfortunately, that’s the case. But the schemes provide advice so they 

have contact centres, they have websites There is plenty of information out there. 
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LEWIS: And what’s your message to landlords who may be listening to this and 

think, goodness, my business is dealt with through an agenda; I’m not sure if there’s a 

deposit there or not? 

JONES: What a landlord should carefully consider - and we would advise landlords 

to do this from the inception - you can agree with your agent that you will handle the 

deposit and insist that the deposit is paid over to you and either pay a protection fee 

and insure it yourself or deposit it with a custodial scheme. You’ve then got control of 

that money. And landlords, I’m afraid, do have to learn to look after themselves a 

little bit and not leave it all to the agent.  

LEWIS: Because ultimately the landlord is responsible? 

JONES: Ultimately the landlord is the one who legally carries the can. 

LEWIS: Richard Jones. And landlords and their tenants can check if a deposit is 

protected on the Shelter website. Details on ours: bbc.co.uk/moneybox. Schemes in 

Scotland and Northern Ireland are different. 

If you have more bedrooms in a council or housing association house or flat than the 

law allows, you’ll have your housing benefit reduced. Hmn, you can see why some 

people call it the “bedroom tax” - it’s shorter - and why the Government has started 

calling it “ending the spare room subsidy”, the state paying rent on a room you don’t 

need. But this week the first appeals against the law began to emerge and they all turn 

on the definition of a bedroom. It isn’t defined in the new law and a tribunal judge in 

Scotland took his own view of what a bedroom is. Four tenants got their benefit 

restored. Another didn’t. One man who did was Davie Nelson from Glenrothes in 

Fife. He and his wife rent a three bedroom council house. Fife council said that was 

one bedroom too many and cut his housing benefit by 14%. 

NELSON: I feel it’s unjust that people have worked all their days and all their lives, 
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paid into … I’ve never been in rent arrears in my life, and now this Government has 

put me in rent arrears due to the bedroom tax and I think it’s wrong. 

LEWIS: Well the tribunal judge found that the spare room was too small to be used 

as a bedroom and restored Davie’s benefit. Live now to talk to Mike Dailly. He’s 

Principal Solicitor at Govan Law Centre who’s taken similar cases. Mike Dailly, there 

were among the first challenges by tenants to their benefit reductions. How significant 

were they? 

DAILLY: Well I think they’re very significant decisions, Paul, and of course they 

apply across the United Kingdom. What’s been happening is that councils up and 

down the land, who are the relevant authorities for housing benefit, have really been 

making crude arithmetical calculations. So for example in Scotland, if you’ve got four 

apartments, that’s regarded as three bedrooms automatically. In England and Wales 

where typically leases actually mention the number of bedrooms, let’s say you’ve got 

three bedrooms in your lease, the council says that’s three bedrooms. Now what the 

tribunal judge in these cases has said is that whether a room is a spare bedroom for the 

purpose of the under-occupancy regulations depends on its size and the actual 

reasonable use of that room in practice. 

LEWIS: Yes an apartment of course in Scotland means a room, doesn’t it? Now there 

has been discussion about the size of rooms. What did the judge say they had to be to 

be a bedroom? 

DAILLY: Well very interestingly, in some of the cases the judge said that in a 

situation where you had rooms that were for example 8 foot by 8 foot or, for example 

Mr Nelson’s (who we heard from there) his case was 7. 8 foot by 8.5 foot, which I 

think comes to 66.3 square feet - the judge said that that’s below 70 square feet. 

Therefore in terms of the overcrowding rules, that is not a bedroom. 

LEWIS: So he read across from overcrowding rules to these regulations even though 
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it’s not specified in them. But you know, Mike, many people say to me it’s unfair for 

council tenants to have their full rent paid for bigger homes than they need, and you 

know that’s why the Government calls it a “spare room subsidy” - the taxpayer paying 

rent for a room you don’t need. 

DAILLY: Well, Paul, I mean a spare room … You know the tag of spare room has to 

be a fallacy if we’re effectively counting something that is the size of a walk-in 

cupboard. I mean how can that possibly be a bedroom? And I mean I did a case this 

week involving a severely disabled lady with MS who has to stay in an NHS hospital 

bed in her bedroom that’s been adapted with a pulley system above her head. Now 

she’s expected to share that hospital bed with her husband. I think these rules are 

pernicious. 

LEWIS: Now these are individual cases, they don’t set a precedent, but can people 

use them to appeal and what time limits are there on doing that? 

DAILLY: They can indeed. If anybody across the UK thinks they have a room that’s 

below 70 square feet and it’s been counted as a spare room or that they actually use 

their room for a different purpose, then they can appeal. Normally it’s a one month 

time limit, but there is a possibility to appeal up to 13 months late. And what we’re 

going to do at the Govan Law Centre is we’re going to update our bedroom tax 

toolkit, which is available online, to bring all this information, so that people across 

the UK can use it. 

LEWIS: Thanks very much, Mike. And the other use of the room of course has to be 

a reasonable use. But Mike Dailly of Govan Law Centre, thanks. 

Now there’s just time to hear of a hefty fine for the insurer AXA. Bob? 

HOWARD: Yes, Paul, the City watchdog, the FCA, has fined AXA Wealth Services 

£1.8 million for investment advice failures. It found AXA put 25,000 elderly and 
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financially inexperienced customers at risk of buying unsuitable products. The sales 

were made through AXA’s advisers based in branches of Clydesdale Bank, Yorkshire 

Bank and West Bromwich Building Society. AXA has apologised and said it will be 

contacting all customers who may be affected to see if compensation is due. 

LEWIS: Thanks very much for that, Bob. That’s it for today. There’s more 

information and links on all the items on our website, bbc.co.uk/moneybox, where 

you can also download the programme, listen to past episodes, send us your ideas and 

email. Many emails coming in about direct debits and other topics. I’m back on 

Wednesday with Money Box Live, this week taking your questions (appropriately 

enough) on legal aid. How do you pursue cases to the courts? I’m back with Money 

Box next weekend. Today the reporter was Bob Howard, with musical 

accompaniment by Saint-Saens. The producer Lesley McAlpine. I’m Paul Lewis. 

  

    

   

      


